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Abstract
Background: An important aspect of proteomic mass spectrometry involves quantifying and interpreting
the isotope distributions arising from mixtures of macromolecules with different isotope labeling patterns.
These patterns can be quite complex, in particular with in vivo metabolic labeling experiments producing
fractional atomic labeling or fractional residue labeling of peptides or other macromolecules. In general, it
can be difficult to distinguish the contributions of species with different labeling patterns to an
experimental spectrum and difficult to calculate a theoretical isotope distribution to fit such data. There
is a need for interactive and user-friendly software that can calculate and fit the entire isotope distribution
of a complex mixture while comparing these calculations with experimental data and extracting the
contributions from the differently labeled species.
Results: Envelope has been developed to be user-friendly while still being as flexible and powerful as
possible. Envelope can simultaneously calculate the isotope distributions for any number of different
labeling patterns for a given peptide or oligonucleotide, while automatically summing these into a single
overall isotope distribution. Envelope can handle fractional or complete atom or residue-based labeling,
and the contribution from each different user-defined labeling pattern is clearly illustrated in the interactive
display and is individually adjustable. At present, Envelope supports labeling with 2H, 13C, and 15N, and
supports adjustments for baseline correction, an instrument accuracy offset in the m/z domain, and peak
width. Furthermore, Envelope can display experimental data superimposed on calculated isotope
distributions, and calculate a least-squares goodness of fit between the two. All of this information is
displayed on the screen in a single graphical user interface. Envelope supports high-quality output of
experimental and calculated distributions in PNG or PDF format. Beyond simply comparing calculated
distributions to experimental data, Envelope is useful for planning or designing metabolic labeling
experiments, by visualizing hypothetical isotope distributions in order to evaluate the feasibility of a
labeling strategy. Envelope is also useful as a teaching tool, with its real-time display capabilities providing
a straightforward way to illustrate the key variable factors that contribute to an observed isotope
distribution.
Conclusion: Envelope is a powerful tool for the interactive calculation and visualization of complex
isotope distributions for comparison to experimental data. It is available under the GNU General Public
License from http://williamson.scripps.edu/envelope/.
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Background
Mass spectrometry (MS) is an increasingly important technique in proteomic research, providing insights into protein expression, turnover and metabolism [1]. When an
organism growing in unlabeled medium is supplied with
a pulse of isotopically labeled nutrients such as ammonium ions, glucose or amino acids, metabolic labeling of
the proteome occurs, resulting in a mixture of both unlabeled and labeled cellular components. Alternatively, two
or more samples may be independently labeled and then
mixed together for analysis, yielding mass spectra with a
combination of unlabeled and labeled species [2]. Even
the mass spectrum of a single unlabeled peptide can be
quite complex, due to the natural abundance of heavy isotopes. The small fraction of naturally labeled atoms creates a statistical distribution of peaks rather than just a
single peak, as illustrated in Figure 1. Several other factors
can increase the complexity of the observed spectrum,
such as the presence of a number of species with different
labeling patterns, each with their own distribution of
peaks, or the extent of labeling that is achieved. Partial
labeling compounds the complexity of the mass spectrum
by broadening the statistical distribution of peaks for a
species. This is especially relevant to the study of higher
organisms, where it can be difficult to achieve high extents
of labeling [3-5].
One of the challenges of quantitative mass spectrometry is
dealing with this rich and complex distribution of peaks.
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A calculated isotope distribution. The mass spectrum of
a peptide or oligonucleotide consists of a statistical distribution of peaks that arises from the natural abundance of heavy
isotopes. The calculated spectrum of the unlabeled peptide
NVLPQRSTVW shown here consists of a monoisotopic peak
at the lowest mass/charge value, and several additional peaks
at higher mass/charge values. These additional peaks are
heavy isotopomers that result from the natural abundance
isotopes.
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Several software packages exist for the analysis of MS data,
including OpenMS [6], MapQuant [7], MASPECTRAS [8],
msInspect [9], MzMine [10], SpecArray [11], TPP [12],
Viper [13], Superhirn [14], XCMS [15], mMass [16] and
isodist [17]. Each of these programs focuses on the highthroughput processing of large datasets, which is crucial to
analyzing proteomic MS data. There is a more limited set
of tools aimed at calculating and visualizing individual
isotope distributions. These include iMass [18], Isotopica
[19], MS-Isotope [20] and Isotopident [21]. However
none of these tools are interactive, offer fitting of the
entire isotope distribution, and a flexible definition of the
labeling pattern.
Here, the program Envelope is described, offering a more
sophisticated approach to the visualization of calculated
isotope distributions than any existing software package.
Any number of different labeling patterns and labeled
species can be accommodated for both peptides and oligonucleotides. In addition, Envelope offers the ability to
interact with data by directly comparing calculated distributions with experimental data. Envelope features a userfriendly interface, and the displayed isotope distributions
change in near real-time in response to user-controlled
changes in the labeling parameters using continuously
variable slider controls or text input boxes. Envelope is a
flexible tool designed to help researchers interpret the
complex spectra they may see in their experiments, and to
help plan new experiments by illustrating which combinations of labels will yield interpretable spectra. Envelope
will also be useful in a classroom environment to help
explain the principles of MS and isotope distributions
since no scripting or command line knowledge is necessary. Envelope is a powerful MS analysis package that is
well suited for a variety of research and educational purposes.

Implementation
Source Code and Algorithms
Envelope is an open source desktop application. The user
interface and visualization components are written in
Objective-C, taking advantage of the Mac OS X; Cocoa
framework, while the isotope distribution calculation
core is written in C. Isotope distributions are calculated
using the Fourier Transform convolution (FTC) method
previously described by Rockwood et al [22,23] and subsequently extended by Sperling et al [17]. Briefly, MS datasets have the mass/charge (m/z) ratio as the independent
variable (m-domain), and intensity as the dependent variable. A spectrum of N real points in the m-domain S(m)
has a conjugate Fourier representation as a frequency in
the μ-domain s(μ), where the μ-domain representation is
complex. The two representations can be interconverted
by forward Fourier Transforms (FT) and inverse Fourier
Transforms (IFT). The isotope distribution for a species
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with a particular labeling pattern is first calculated in the
μ-domain, followed by IFT to obtain the m-domain spectrum. FTC was chosen over the polynomial method [24]
as it is an exact method, and lends itself well to the calculation of both atom-based and residue-based labeling patterns [17]. Fourier Transforms were implemented using
the FFTW library [25]. The Envelope executable (Additional file 1) and source code (Additional file 2) are both
available for download as additional files or from the
Envelope website.
Features
Envelope is capable of simultaneously calculating the isotope distributions for any number of different species for
a single peptide or oligonucleotide, and experimental
labeling patterns of virtually any level of complexity can
be handled. Calculated spectra for each of the different
labeling patterns specified can be visualized individually
or all at the same time, and a spectrum containing the sum
of all distributions (STot(m)) is automatically calculated.
n

S Tot (m) =

∑ A S(m)
i

i

i =1

The isotope distribution for a species with a particular
labeling pattern has a unit spectrum S(m)i as well as an
amplitude Ai by which the unit spectrum is multiplied.
The labeling patterns are defined in terms of fractional 2H,
13C, and 15N content, and can be further defined in terms
of all atoms of a particular type for the entire molecule
(atom-based labeling) or only atoms belonging to specific
residue types (residue-based labeling). In order to account
for hydrogen exchange, two categories of hydrogen labeling can be defined for subsets of a residue's hydrogen
atoms, each with an independent fraction of 2H. Hydrogen atoms beyond the sum of these two categories are
assumed to have natural abundance isotope content.
Envelope can concurrently load multiple experimental
data files that contain pairs of m/z and intensity values.
These data are displayed with the calculated spectra in the
main window, and the goodness of fit of each data set to
the sum of all the calculated spectra is automatically calculated using the reduced chi-squared (χ2) formula.

c2 =

1
n

n

∑
i =1

(I i,data − I i,calc ) 2
s i2

The average of the squares of the residuals between the
experimental intensity Idata and the calculated intensity
Icalc is summed over n experimental data points, while the
error estimate σ is arbitrarily set to one for convenience.
Chi-squared is best used as a relative quantity to compare
multiple fits to a single experimental spectrum. It is diffi-

cult to directly compare fits to different experimental spectra using chi-squared as it depends on several factors
including overlapping peaks and the intensity of the
acquired spectra. To obtain a better fit to the experimental
data, adjustments can be made to the baseline, peak width
and mass offset of a calculated spectrum. The mass offset
is a uniform offset in the m/z domain that is applied as a
small mass accuracy correction. The Gaussian peak width
γ is defined in the μ domain by the following function
where smaller values of γ lead to broader peaks.

g(m ) =

(

exp − m 2 / 2g 2

)

2pg

Both calculated and experimental spectra can be displayed
as a combination of lines and/or points with user-definable colors and styles. The range of data displayed is automatically optimized, although the user can manually
zoom in to examine specific areas. Envelope is capable of
high-quality PDF and PNG output, allowing for the easy
generation of publication-quality images. The user interface shown in Figure 2 is dominated by the graphical display, and a second region contains the bulk of the
controls.
It would be useful for Envelope to be able to interact with
the wide variety of existing MS analysis programs. To this
end a subset of Envelope's functionality can be manipulated by script, allowing other programs to use Envelope
as a frontend for the display of calculated and experimental isotope distributions.
Usage
Upon opening, Envelope presents the user with the
default peptide NVLP, and two entries in the list of spectra, one entry for a calculated spectrum with natural abundance isotope levels, and one entry for the sum of all
calculated spectra, which cannot be deleted. Pressing the
Go button at this point will display the natural abundance
isotope distribution for the peptide NVLP, z = +1. The Go
button may be activated at any point to visualize changes
that have occurred, or the Live checkbox may be selected
and spectra will automatically be recalculated in response
to user-initiated changes. The user may add additional calculated spectra using the "+" button, and the labeling pattern may be defined at any time. Only one calculated
spectrum is needed to begin visualizing isotope distributions, though a distinct calculated spectrum is required for
each species generated in an experiment. In quantitative
proteomics experiments, there are typically one unlabeled
and at least one labeled species. Once the necessary calculated spectra have been added, experimental data can be
loaded by the "+" button, or via the File menu. The
sequence, molecule type and charge will each need to be
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Figure
The
Envelope
2
user interface
The Envelope user interface. (1) The main display for isotope distributions. Users can zoom (click and drag), move the display (control-clicking and drag), or reset the zoom level (double-click). (2) Add or remove spectra with the "+" and "-" buttons.
A drop down menu selects for protein or RNA, and controls define both sequence and charge. "Fraction" is a user-defined
quantity determined by the amplitudes of selected calculated spectra. The M/Z Range menu allows the user to specify a greater
mass range for large peptides. (3) A list of all spectra, each with controls to hide or display its trace and adjust its amplitude. By
deselecting the checkbox in the leftmost column (•), calculated spectra are disabled. The fraction from (2) is defined here via
checkboxes X and Y, and chi-squared is displayed for experimental data. (4) Choose between unlabeled, atom-based labeling,
or residue-based labeling for the species currently selected in (3). (5) Define the labeling pattern for the species currently
selected in (3). Displayed is the definition for valine (residue-based labeling), which is 50% labeled with 97% 13C. For individual
residues the amount of 13C or 15N can be specified, as well as the fraction of the residue that is labeled. Two different 2H values can be defined and applied to a subset of the residue's hydrogen atoms to account for hydrogen exchange. Hydrogens
beyond those two groups are assumed to have natural abundance. (6) Global adjustments for baseline, Gaussian width and offset. These apply to all calculated spectra and can be adjusted to fit experimental data. (7) Change the appearance of traces. (8)
Initiate calculation of spectra or auto-zoom. If the "Live" checkbox is selected, spectra will automatically update in response to
user-initiated changes. Displayed are species for the peptide NVLP; unlabeled (blue), 50% 15N labeled (orange) and containing
50% labeled valine, itself 97% 13C labeled. The sum of these species is displayed in black.
adjusted to match the data. The user may then adjust the
labeling patterns for the calculated species, their amplitudes, and the baseline, Gaussian width and offset in
order to fit the sum of the calculated spectra to the data by
monitoring the decrease in χ2. Envelope will display any
desired ratio of amplitudes of calculated spectra defined
by the user in order to quantitatively compare the
amounts of different species. This value dynamically
updates during the fitting process, always reflecting the
current amplitudes.

Results
15N

Pulse Labeling
To illustrate the features of Envelope, a complex isotope
distribution was generated using peptide samples with a
combination of partial metabolic 15N labeling and uniform 15N labeling. A rapidly growing culture of E. coli in
medium with (14NH4)2SO4 as the sole nitrogen source
was pulsed with (15NH4)2SO4, to a final enrichment of
~50% 15N. After approximately 20 minutes of continued
growth, ribosomes were harvested from the cells, produc-
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ing a mixture of unlabeled and 50% 15N labeled ribosomes. Fully 15N labeled ribosomes (99.3% 15N) were then
added to the mixture, resulting in three species for each
protein: unlabeled protein (synthesized before the pulse),
partially 15N labeled protein (synthesized after the pulse)
and fully 15N labeled protein (added externally). The
ribosomal proteins were purified, and the mixture was
digested with trypsin and analyzed by liquid chromatography coupled mass spectrometry (LC/MS) using an ESITOF instrument (Agilent). The peaks resulting from a single peptide (protein S2, residues 45–58, TVPMFNEALAELNK, z = +3) are shown in Figure 3a. The three
distinct species with different isotope labeling patterns are
clearly observable in the experimental data, and using
Envelope three calculated distributions can be interactively fit by hand to the experimental data. Each of these
three peptide species is defined by the user, in this case
using atom-based labeling to specify the 15N content. The
amplitudes of the unlabeled, partially labeled and fully
labeled species (0.260, 0.175 and 0.480 respectively) give
information about the relative quantities of the three different species present in the mixture for the protein S2.
The fraction labeled (f) is defined as the amplitude of the
partially metabolically labeled species (AL) divided by the
sum of the amplitudes of the unlabeled (AU) and metabolically labeled species.

f =

AL
AU + A L

For this peptide f = 0.402, indicating that approximately
40% of the S2 protein in the sample was labeled with 50%
15N.
In a similar metabolic labeling experiment the ribosomal
RNA was purified, digested with RNAse T1 and submitted
for LC/MS analysis in negative ion mode, without the
addition of a fully 15N labeled species. The result is a mixture of just two species, one unlabeled and the other partially labeled (50% 15N). The experimental spectrum
resulting from these two species, as well as the calculated
isotope distribution (16S RNA, residues 766–769, AAAG,
z = -2) are shown in Figure 3b. The amplitudes of the unlabeled and partially labeled species are 0.550 and 0.350
respectively, and f = 0.389. The data used is available for
download (Additional File 3).
Pulse Labeling with Amino Acids
In addition to calculating isotope distributions for species
with atom-based labeling, Envelope is also capable of calculating distributions for species that are labeled with
amino acids or nucleotides. Rapidly growing E. coli in
minimal medium supplemented with each of the 20
amino acids was simultaneously pulsed with both 13C
labeled isoleucine and 2H labeled leucine, to a final ratio
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of approximately 3:1 labeled:unlabeled amino acids.
Ribosomes were harvested and ribosomal proteins purified after an additional 25 minutes of growth. The result
was a mixture with two species, one unlabeled species and
one species fractionally labeled with both 2H leucine and
13C isoleucine. The experimental spectrum for one peptide (protein S3, residues 204–224, GEILGGMAAVEQPEK
PAAQPK, z = +2) along with the calculated isotope distributions for the two species is shown in Figure 4. Since this
peptide has just one leucine residue and one isoleucine
residue, there are four identifiable groups of peaks, resulting from all four possible combinations of labeled residues: no labeled amino acids, labeled isoleucine only,
labeled leucine only, and both labeled leucine and isoleucine. The relative intensities of these four groups of peaks
are determined by the fraction of labeled leucine and isoleucine residues in the labeled species, which was
observed to be ~72% for both amino acids. This value was
determined empirically using Envelope to fit the experimental spectrum, starting from enrichment levels
expected based on the experimental protocol. The amplitudes of the unlabeled and labeled species are 2.60 and
3.20 respectively, and f =0.552. The data used is available
for download (Additional File 3).

Discussion
While Envelope is not intended to replace high-throughput batch analysis programs for the large-scale fitting of
data in a research environment, it has its own place alongside them. Envelope is useful in planning experiments by
visualizing the isotope distributions produced by potential labeling patterns. By exploring the predicted isotope
distributions before performing any actual experiments,
optimal labeling patterns can be determined which help
increase the quality of the final data. Envelope also allows
the user to fit calculated distributions to experimental
spectra that may be poorly fit by automatic fitting routines. This is especially true in the case of spectral overlap,
where to the human eye it may be clear that adjacent
peaks are overlapping the signal from the peptide of interest, but a computer algorithm cannot resolve this situation. A least-squares fit for example will increase the
baseline of the calculated spectrum or amplitude of a species in an attempt to fit overlapping experimental peaks
where no calculated distribution exists, skewing the final
result. In a case where there is an unknown extent of isotope enrichment, Envelope can be used to fit data for a few
peaks by hand, determining the actual enrichment to be
used as a starting value for a batch fit using another program.
More than just a research tool, Envelope is useful as a
learning aid, both for individual researchers and in the
classroom environment. By defining a labeling pattern
and immediately seeing the calculated distribution
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Figure
3 labeling with 15N
Atom-based
Atom-based labeling with 15N. a) The mass spectrum for ribosomal protein S2, residues 45–58 (TVPMFNEALAELNK, z =
+3). Experimental data points are shown as grey circles with centered dots. The calculated unlabeled isotope distribution is
shown in blue, the partially labeled distribution (50% 15N) shown in orange, and the fully labeled distribution (99.3% 15N)
shown in green. b) The isotope distribution for the 16S RNA, nucleotides 766–769 (AAAG, z = -2). Experimental data points
are shown as grey circles with centered dots. The calculated unlabeled isotope distribution is shown in blue and the partially
labeled (50% 15N) distribution is shown in orange. In both cases, the different labeled species were fit by hand to match the
experimental data using Envelope, and the figures were directly exported from Envelope. The data used is available for download (Additional file 3).

onscreen, then watching the distribution change in
response to adjustments to the labeling pattern, one can
easily understand the different factors that contribute to a
given isotope distribution. There are two important con-

cepts that must be distinguished in metabolic labeling
experiments, which are the concepts of fraction labeled
(f), defined here as the relative amount of the labeled species compared to the unlabeled species, and the isotope
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4
Residue-based
labeling with 2H-Leu and 13C-Ile
Residue-based labeling with 2H-Leu and 13C-Ile. The mass spectrum for ribosomal protein S4, residues 204–224
(GEILGGMAAVEQPEKPAAQPK, z = +2). Shown in grey are experimental data points. In blue is the calculated distribution for
the unlabeled species, in orange the calculated distribution for the labeled species, and in black the sum of the two. The labeled
species is composed of 72% isoleucine labeled with 97% 13C, and 72% leucine labeled with 97% 2H9 and 85% 2H1 (due to hydrogen exchange). These enrichment levels were determined empirically using Envelope. In the case of the extent of amino acid
enrichment, values dictated by the experimental protocol were used as a starting point. Four distinct clusters of peaks are
observed in the spectrum resulting from peptides which have no labeled amino acids, a single labeled isoleucine, a single labeled
leucine, or both a labeled isoleucine and a labeled leucine. Note that there is a small but significant contribution to the unlabeled peak from the fractionally labeled species (orange). This contribution is due to partial labeling with both leucine and isoleucine (72%), resulting in a statistical subset of labeled peptides that do not contain either a labeled leucine or a labeled
isoleucine. The amplitude of the unlabeled species (blue) must be adjusted so that the sum of the two contributions (black)
matches the experimental spectrum. The data used is available for download (Additional File 3).

abundance which is the fractional isotope content of a
particular labeled species. For students being introduced
to the subject for the first time, these two distinct quantities can be confusing as they both deal with a different
kind of extent of labeling. Using Envelope, these two concepts can be directly illustrated and explored as a didactic
exercise. Envelope features slider bars to manipulate the
isotope enrichment for a species while observing the effect
on the spectrum in the interactive display, and checkboxes
to define the fraction labeled in terms of the amplitudes
of different species. These changes are displayed in near
real-time, dependent on processor speed and complexity
of the system. This immediate feedback is very useful to
illustrate how the parameters affect the isotope distribution, and has been very effective as a live tool in seminars

describing the analysis of LC/MS data from metabolic
labeling experiments.

Conclusion
Envelope is a powerful tool for the interactive calculation
and visualization of isotope distributions that is capable
of simultaneously calculating distributions for an arbitrary number of species of a single peptide or oligonucleotide, each with a different labeling pattern. Envelope can
visualize experimental mass spectra, allowing the user to
perform manual least-squares fits of calculated distributions to real experimental data. Envelope is useful for
small-scale data analysis and planning experiments.
Moreover it can be used as a teaching tool, and its userfriendly and interactive qualities make it well suited for
use by research groups, in seminars, or in the classroom.
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